MINIGRAN® FERTILISERS
Natural Technology for Plant and Soil

WWW.DCM-INFO.COM

YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER
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Europe’s specialist
in innovative solutions

Founded by Herman De Ceuster in 1976, the Belgian

1976: DCM BELGIUM

family-owned company DCM has over 40 years of
experience in creating, producing and marketing high-

1991: DCM THE NETHERLANDS

quality organic, organic-based and natural fertilisers
and biostimulants worldwide. A team of enthusiastic

2000: CUXIN-DCM GERMANY

and qualified researchers, advisors, sales & marketing
personalities and engineers is at your disposal.

2015: DCM FRANCE

Together with regional professional distributors we
always succeed in finding the right solution for every

2016: DCM AUSTRIA

application or problem.
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For healthy
plants &
more yield
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IMPROVED ROOTING

MICROBIAL SOIL
CONDITIONERS
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ORGANIC FERTILISERS
DCM fertilisers are meticulously selected from more than 30
different high-quality organic sources. Most of these are raw

BIODIVERSE

materials of plant or animal origin which are derived from
residual flows from the food industry, given a second life by
DCM! Our DCM organo-mineral fertilisers are formulas in
which high-quality mineral components are harmoniously
integrated. This makes these fertilisers particularly suitable
for cold and wet soils or for applications requiring a quicker
start.

MIXTURE OF VEGETAL, ANIMAL AND/OR MINERAL INGREDIENTS

...
CACAO SHELLS

GRAPE SEED
MEAL

CORN GLUTEN
MEAL

BLOOD MEAL

BONE MEAL

EACH INGREDIENT HAS ITS
SPECIFIC NPK CONTENT

FEATHER MEAL

SOY MEAL

VINASSE EXTRACT

EACH INGREDIENT IS A
FEEDING SOURCE FOR SOIL LIFE
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The nutrient release time of DCM fertilisers has been
measured by several laboratories. To characterize the duration

75-100

of effectiveness of its 100 % organic fertilisers, DCM has
introduced the C.O.R.® value (Controlled Organic Release). This
value indicates the number of days during which the fertiliser
releases its nutrients in a controlled and gradual manner.
DCM's innovation, DCM Eco-Xtra® 1, is the 1st organic fertiliser
with an action of 100-150 days.

DCM ECO-MIX 4

DCM ECO-XTRA® 1

0

50

100

150 days

Release experiment Scientia Terrae, Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Belgium.
Also measured by Altic, Drongen, the Netherlands and RHP,
Gravenzande, the Netherlands

EACH INGREDIENT HAS
ITS SPECIFIC RELEASE

FERTILISER WITH
1st ORGANIC
EXTRA LONG-LASTING ACTION
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DCM's unique mini-granule, MINIGRAN®, ensures a uniform
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and better distribution of the fertiliser or soil improver. Studies
have shown that this distribution is 60% more effective,
resulting in a better rooting and better plant growth compared

TE
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to fertilisers in crumble or pellet form. This makes our unique
microgranules perfect for special applications: mixing into fine
substrates, precision fertilization in agriculture, fertilization of
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golf courses and football pitches, private lawns, etc.
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BETTER NUTRIENT DISTRIBUTION

PELLET:

CRUMBLE:

MINIGRAN®

for general use,
to incorporate into
the soil

for general use,
for extensive lawns and
grassy landscapes

ensures an up to
60% more effective distribution
in comparison to pellet
or crumble
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IMPROVED ROOTING
DCM offers you a wide range of organic and organo-mineral
fertilisers as well as organic soil improvers. Due to extensive
research, DCM can guarantee better rooting with more

ROOTING

extensive and active root systems resulting in stronger plants.
Our DCM Vivifos® and DCM Eco-Fos contain easily absorbable
organically-bound phosphorus sources, that remain available
to the plant for several weeks, stimulating root formation,
rooting and consequently also flowering and fruit formation.

MORE VIGOROUS GROWTH

HEALTHY PLANTS
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MICROBIAL SOIL
CONDITIONERS
A diverse and active soil life is the best guarantee for a wellbalanced soil. This guarantees better root development and
improved plant growth. Only under optimal conditions will
the beneficial micro-organisms be able to fully develop and
multiply. Our DCM beneficial micro-organisms and microbial
soil conditioners are the solution for stimulating soil life.

Research project soil life in relation to plant health, Scientia Terrae vzw, Belgium.

+BACILLUS

sp.
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REASONS TO CONVINCE
THE EFFECT OF + BACILLUS sp.

✔ Creates ideal soil conditions: both physically and biologically
✔ Guarantees a fast colonization of the rhizosphere
✔ Releases soil phosphorus and makes it available to plant roots
✔ Optimizes the health of plants and roots
✔ Produces stronger plants boasting improved growth and quality
✔ Scientific research proves added value for many crops
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added

TRACE
ELEMENTS

ADDITION OF
TRACE ELEMENTS

ADDITION OF
WETTING AGENT

Our product assortment contains

Due to the addition of a wetting

solid as well as liquid fertilisers

agent to certain products, it is

with addition of micro nutrients

possible to prevent and remedie

(trace elements). Therefore you

drought stress in sports turf, golf

can find for each application or for

courses and lawns. This removes

each plant the appropriate product.

the water-repellent character of
the top layer, enabling a faster and
more uniform water penetration.

B

Fe
Mn
Zn

Cu
Mo
MOISTURE ABSORPTION
WITHOUT DCM INTRO®
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BETTER MOISTURE
ABSORPTION
WITH DCM INTRO®

HORTICULTURE
Many years of practical experience and applied
research concerning fertilization in greenhouse
farming, vegetable and fruit growing, and tree
nurseries, have shown that the use of DCM organic
fertilisers and soil improvers leads to a higher
production and more uniform crops. This applies
to both the basic dressing and the top dressing.
Moreover, our MINIGRAN® fertilisers are suitable
for broadcast application and row fertilization in
conventional and organic growing.
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DCM VIVIFOS®

DCM MIX 2

NP 4-30

NPK 7-6-12 + 4 MgO
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DCM STARTEC®
NPK 7,5-22-4 + 10 % SO3 0,5 % Fe +
0,5 % Mn + 1,5 % Zn

With DCM VIVISOL®-AGRI you create an
ideal root environment for seeding or
planting arable crops. This better start
optimizes the health of plants and roots
and allows to obtain more uniform plants
and a higher production characterized by
improved quality.
The extra-fine mini-granules can be easily
applied with a microgranulate spreader.
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AGRICULTURE
When sowing maize in spring, the soil will likely
be cold. Under these conditions the maize is often
unable to properly absorb the phosphorus already
present in the soil. DCM STARTEC® is a starter
fertiliser with a high content of easily absorbable
phosphorus (22% P2O5) showing a low risk of fixation.
The maize plants are given the best chance for a good
initial growth and root development right from the
start. DCM STARTEC® is also a good starter fertiliser
for rapeseeds, sunflowers, etc.
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FERTILISERS FOR
SUBSTRATES
The organic nutrients in DCM fertilisers are released
through natural degradation by micro-organisms in
the growing medium and stimulate the activity and
diversity of these organisms. Because the nutrients
from this nutritional buffer are released evenly
and continuously, the EC of the potting soil stays
consistent : no salt shocks and no growth peaks.
Trials have shown that less nutrients go to waste
with the drainage water, which makes fertilization
with DCM products efficient and sustainable.

SUITABLE FOR USE
IN ORGANIC AGRICULTURE

FOR ORGANIC GROWING
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DCM ECO-MIX 1

DCM ECO-MIX 4

NPK 9-5-3

NPK 7-7-10
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TURFCARE
DCM is able to offer an unequalled comprehensive
product range for a magnificent sports field which
is playable at any time. The better distribution of
the MINIGRAN® granules ensures a homogeneous
growth and colour (no spots). The granules fall deep
into the grass for a quicker effect and will not be
picked up while mowing, nor will they be removed
with the grass clippings, which improves the effectiveness of the applied fertilization.

DCM START

DCM VITAL-GREEN

DCM SPORT-MIX

DCM GRASS-CARE

NPK 18-3-3 + 2 MgO

NPK 14-4-8 + 3 MgO with iron

NPK 8-3-12 + 3 MgO

NPK 6-3-20 + 3 MgO with iron
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INNOVATION

DCM TURF-MIX provides continuous
turf grass nutrition for a period of
4 to 5 months right from the start.
As a result, 1 or 2 applications per
growing season are sufficient for a
flawless result.

DCM TURF-MIX
NK 18-8 with urea
formaldehyde and iron
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FOR THE BEST START

DCM VIVIMUS® is a plant hole &
soil improver for:
✔ all types of plants
✔ hedges
✔ shrubs, etc.
Thanks to DCM VIVIMUS®, plants
get a better start, develop a more
extensive root system and grow
better.
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GARDEN CARE
DCM offers the best professional solution, both for
lawns and ornamental gardens as well as terraces,
guaranteeing a good result and a satisfied customer.
Discover our wide range of soil improvers, fertilisers,
potting soils ... Ask for our fertilization advice for
the laying-out and maintenance of lawns and
ornamental gardens as well as for the planting of
trees, shrubs and hedges.

UNTREATED

BEST

choice

DCM MIX 2 has a specific
composition with an emphasis on
potassium,
ideal for ornamental plants.
DCM MIX 2 can also be used for
growing vegetables, flowers,
and other crops.

PLANTING WITH DCM VIVIMUS® + DCM MIX 2

DCM MIX 2
NPK 7-6-12 + 4 MgO
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RETAIL
Based on its knowledge acquired in the professional
sector, DCM also developed a complete range of quality
products for the amateur gardener (lawn, ornamental
garden, vegetable garden, potted plants, and indoor
plants). DCM supports importers, distributors and
specialized garden centers that cater to the “GARDEN”
in all of its aspects. Services, training, and attractive
and clear packaging that can be presented adjacent to
plants in displays enable DCM’s clients to boost their
sales.

N°
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PROFESSIONAL IN-HOUSE
MARKETEERS.

MARKETING

This creative team offers full

DCM is more than a manufacturer. It has developed a

support, which includes packing

professional marketing department that also serves

design and development, crea-

other companies within Group De Ceuster. We will

tion of brochures and product

be glad to help your company design attractive and

catalogues,

displays

informative packaging and visual communication

and other promotional tools,

components so that your company can present DCM

development of promotional

fertilisers in the best possible way. Moreover, DCM

campaigns, exhibition stands,

Communication can supply useful information,

website design and management.

graphic elements and ideas to familiarize your

shop

customers and end users with DCM organic
fertilisers. The mentioned products in this leaflet
only represent a small selection of DCM’s product
range.

WORLD-WIDE CUSTOM-MADE
MARKETING
DCM can also provide organic
and organo-mineral fertilisers
in custom-made packaging or
produce special formulas which
are in accordance with your national fertiliser regulations and
which fulfil the needs of the
plants and the soils typical to
your country.
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OUR EXPORT TE AM IS THERE FOR YOU

DCM Belgium (+ Export)

DCM Nederland

DCM - Deutsche CUXIN
Marketing GmbH

Bannerlaan 79
2280 Grobbendonk
Belgium

Valkenburgseweg 62-a
2223 KE Katwijk
The Netherlands

Fürstendiek 8
48291 Telgte
Germany

T: +32(0)14 25 73 57
F: +32(0)14 21 76 02
M: dcm@dcm-info.com

T: +31 (0)71 401 88 44
F: +31 (0)71 407 89 93
M: info@dcmnederland.com

T: +49 (0) 25 04 / 88 96 25 0
F: +49 (0) 25 04 / 88 96 25 55
M: info@cuxin-dcm.de

WWW.DCM-INFO.COM

DCM-France
506 Avenue des Iles
ZI des Iscles
13834 Châteaurenard Cedex
France
T: +33 (0)4 90 24 04 24
F: +33 (0)4 90 24 04 20
M: contact@dcmfrance.fr

